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don't think tmakes a great deal of basic difference to your life. I

think you are committed to the service of God in Jesus Christ, or not.

That, to me, is the all/important thing. Then the Holy Spirit of God will

lead you and direct you into all truth.

QUESTION No Two If revelation is God's speaking to man, arid the Scriptures

are God's speaking to man, what makes this Record M better than any other

Does it contain any more revelation?

I have come to the conviction myself that there is only one way

that a man's life can be made worthwhile, and that's through a relation with

Christ. Now I've come to that for many different reasons. I believe that

the Holy Spirit of God has worked and that He has brought me to that

relation to Christ. I believe that Christ died on the cross, that anyone

who will accept Him as Saviour can be saved, and I believe that I have

accepted Him. Well, now, then, I find that, having that faith in Him,

what I find taught in the Scripture is that He wants me to take this

Scripture and live according to it. That's why I accept the Scripture as

true. Now, if somebody feels that he has been saved and his life changed

by somebody who says ( ),

well, then, I say that he should follow that instead of the Bible.

But to me, one of the great proofs of the Scripture is that I have khown so

many people,h1 MMMM and have heard of so many through the ages, 24W

whose lives have just seemed to be worthless, and then they've come into

contact with Christ and their whole life has been changed, and they've been

changed into an entirely different sort of a person. To me that's one of

the big arguments for Christianity, and from what I've heard from people

who've been in India and who've dealt with those who follow the (

), my impression is not that they create a character in

MNN people that is comparable, MM!MMMMMD1NMM morally, at all, to that which

we find in people who take the Bible seriously.
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